The discrimination of vowel duration by infants.
Three groups of nine 5-11-month-old infants provided evidence of discrimination of speechlike stimuli differing only in vowel duration. Ease of discrimination was directly related to the magnitude of the ratio of the longer to shorter vowel. Group one infants discriminated three vowel duration contrasts (with ratios of 0.33, 0.67, and 1.0) embedded in a synthetic [mad] syllable; group two discriminated these same duration contrasts within the bisyllable [ samad ], and group three in the trisyllable [ masamad ]. In all cases, the contrasting durations were carried by the last vowel of the synthetic word. These same three infant groups failed to provide evidence of discrimination of a final position released stop consonant contrast ([mat] versus [mad]) cued by voice excitation during closure of the [d] and not the [t]. These results suggest that vowel duration may be a primary cue for infants' perception of the voicing of final position stop consonants.